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Welcome to Osbit
“Thank you for your interest in joining Osbit.
We are a team of people passionate about driving the global offshore energy
market forward and continuing North East England’s rich legacy in developing
cutting-edge engineering technology.
Specialising in Offshore Renewables and Oil & Gas, we design and build a
diverse range of back deck and subsea equipment to improve safety and
efficiency in a range of offshore operations. We combine decades of globally
leading expertise, with fresh thinking and approaches, to deliver next
generation engineering solutions.
We strive to grow both our company, and our people, and are very proud to have
featured in the latest North East Fastest Growing 50 Companies and 50 Best
Places to Work in the North East lists.
I hope this pack fills you with enthusiasm and I wish you all the best in
your application.”

Brendon Hayward,
Managing Director

About us
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“Ownership is key
to how we work;
we are structured
around projects,
not departments”

About Us
Osbit is an offshore engineering company, which
was set up in 2010. We are based in Northumberland,
in North East England and employ around 100
permanent staff.
We operate a company structure that is flat and free
of departments.This is really important in enabling us
to deliver an optimised service to our customers and
to support our staff’s personal development. On each
of our projects, a single team works on all aspects
of a new system’s development, from designing and
procuring parts to assembling, testing
and commissioning.
Subsea trenching vehicle, designed and built by Osbit

About Us
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History

Our Sites

Our Executive Chairman, Dr Tony Trapp, has been a key figure in the global subsea
trenching industry, since its inception in the 1960s. Tony completed a PhD in
Agricultural Engineering at Newcastle University and, along with his supervisor
Dr Alan Reece and a colleague, set up a company to develop the world’s first
subsea ploughs, for use in the telecoms and oil & gas industries.

Osbit is based in North East England and currently operates two
sites in Northumberland. All design work is carried out at our
Broomhaugh House headquarters, with most assembly work taking
place at our dedicated facility, which is situated at Port of Blyth.

Osbit was set up in 2010 and is run by a team of four owner-directors, who are
also all engineers themselves.
When Osbit was created, we began by developing our award-winning MaXccess
T-Series offshore access systems, which safely transfer crew members from a vessel
to an offshore wind turbine. We then branched out into the oil & gas sector and
have achieved strong turnover and growth, in challenging market conditions.

Broomhaugh House
A 19th century stately home set in the
heart of the picturesque Tyne Valley,
which is a global hub for offshore
engineering. Located 25 minutes from
Newcastle, we enjoy the benefits of
countryside working with good road,
rail and bus links into the city. Our office
is unique, with strong engineering
heritage, and was previously owned
by a prestigious Victorian shipbuilding
family.

Port of Blyth
A modern 1,140m2 assembly
facility located within Port of Blyth,
which houses a cluster of offshore
engineering companies. Overlooking
the North Sea, our waterside location
bears witness to many state-of-the-art
offshore vessels coming and going, as
well as our own exciting engineering
systems.

Osbit Executive Chairman Dr Tony Trapp processing soft clay in Newcastle University’s Soil Machine
Mechanics laboratory in the 1970s

Values

Our Vision and Values
Our mission is to drive the global offshore industry
forward. We strive to achieve this by developing
next generation technology to improve safety and
efficiency in offshore operations.

Succeed together
We support each other and collaborate with our
customers & suppliers to solve problems together.

Own it
We empower people to take responsibility,
challenge themselves and develop.

Be authentic
We are passionate, honest and respectful
in what we do.

Better everything
We question the norm to deliver better solutions
and constantly better our own achievements
to help us to grow.

Working at Osbit

Why choose Osbit?

Who are we looking for?

Student Placements at Osbit offer
exciting opportunities to combine
blue chip engineering design, with
practical learning. We deliver an
exceptionally hands-on student
experience, with opportunities to
take ownership, challenge yourself
and learn from your mistakes within a
supportive culture.

We are looking for motivated individuals
who have a passion for problem-solving,
as well as the ambition and practical
skill to carry their ideas through to
completion. A can-do attitude is a must,
as is the ability to go the extra mile to
get the job done.

We are looking for talented individuals
to support Osbit’s development and
in turn, we will support yours. Many
of our students are offered, and have
accepted, permanent graduate
roles after completing their student
placements with us. During your
placement, you will be allocated a
mentor, an experienced engineer who
will meet with you regularly to discuss
your progress, answer any questions,
and support your development.
Osbit also has a unique company
culture, which we work very hard to
preserve. We are a strong, inclusive
community and we take part in lots of
sporting and social activities together.
We also receive free breakfast and
lunch every day, with scheduled
morning and afternoon breaks, and
our office has a relaxed, informal feel.

Student placements at Osbit are
designed to be challenging and fun in
equal measure. There is no set mould,
but having enthusiasm, grit and a
good sense of humour are a bonus!

What will you do?
Each student placement at Osbit is
different because all of the work we
undertake is bespoke; we design &
build first-of-kind equipment, optimise
existing assets to improve their
capabilities and develop cutting-edge
control technology.
Whatever projects you work on, we
aim to offer learning experiences in
practical, technical and commercial
applications, with opportunities to
develop your professional attitude and
use of initiative.

How to apply?
Visit osbit.com/careers to download our application form. Please submit this with
your CV through the form on our website, or by emailing them to team@osbit.com.
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Technology Streams
Osbit is predominantly active in the offshore renewables and oil & gas markets.
The equipment we design and build is bespoke and is tailored to suit our clients’
specific applications. We also survey, modify and upgrade existing assets. Our key
technology streams are shown below.

Well Intervention

Offshore Access

Equipment to support vessels in
improving or decommissioning
an oil well’s production, which
involves entering the well under
pressure.

Gangways to facilitate
personnel access between
different types of vessels to
offshore wind turbines and
oil rigs.

Intervention Tension Frame
delivered to Helix Energy
Solutions for the Q7000 vessel.

Variable Height Access System
for Essar Oil UK, assembled on

Subsea Trenching

Offshore Handling

Vehicles and other equipment
used to dig seabed trenches in
which oil pipes, power cables
and telecoms cables are laid.

Systems to facilitate the
movement, or subsea
deployment of, a piece of
equipment, e.g. an ROV or

site in Merseyside.

trenching vehicle.

Multi-function pre-lay plough,
delivered to Global Marine
Group

External Marine Growth
Monopile Cleaning tool for
Van Oord, used on Walney 3&4
offshore wind farm.

Pipe & Cable Lay

Specialist Equipment

Back deck systems used
to install oil pipes, power &
telecoms cables into seabed
trenches, e.g. to bring power to
an offshore wind farm.

Tailored modular control systems
for offshore equipment, custom
testing rigs designed for factory
applications and more.

Quadrant Handling System
delivered to DeepOcean to
facilitate laying two inter array
cables per day.

A bespoke control cabin
designed for a subsea
trenching vehicle.
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Student Experiences

“You’re given plenty of 			
opportunities, at every stage
of engineering”

“My decisions had real
consequence”

Callum

Nathan

I chose Osbit for my placement because the work is almost always unique from
contract to contract and the relatively small company size means that even as a
student you’re given plenty of opportunities at every stage of engineering.
I was involved in numerous projects in my student placement. This included the
opportunity to go to Japan for two weeks to install a MaXccess wind turbine
access system on to a vessel and test it on a wind turbine in Fukushima bay.
At the end of my placement, I was offered a permanent position. Since then,
I have worked on three subsea trenching vehicles and led a £500k
refurbishment project.

“In my placement my decisions had real consequence, rather than being at
arm’s length from the action. Being part of a small team meant I was involved
in all aspects, gaining experience in mechanical & hydraulic design, site work,
commissioning, and working with suppliers & customers.
I was also able to get my hands dirty and help with the build. I then worked on
an R&D project, discussed my findings at an industry conference and travelled
to Hong Kong to survey equipment.
Osbit offers an excellent environment for individual growth; my responsibility has
increased exponentially since becoming a permanent employee and I have
owned the design & delivery of a control system for a subsea trenching vehicle.”

“I was given the responsibility
to own and oversee
my own project”

“The fast paced environments
meant that no two days
were the same”

Craig

Sacha

During my 6-month placement I was able to apply my university learning
to real world situations and learn how to design parts so that they fit,
function and are suitably strong. Owning my own project also improved my
organisational skills!
In my permanent role I use CAD to develop design concepts and complex
fabrications. I have also been involved in system assembly, overseeing parts of
the project process and supporting testing processes.
I was recently part of a team which designed & built a subsea trenching vehicle.
I really enjoyed the varied nature of the work and was involved in every stage
of the project including concept development, detailed design, procurement,
building and testing.

I chose Osbit because students receive valuable mentoring and I liked the
company’s culture. It impressed me how approachable everyone was, how
beautiful the countryside setting is and extra perks such as free breakfast & lunch.
I learned from experienced engineers and saw big, complicated assemblies
coming together. The fast-paced environments meant no day was the same; I
worked on proposals, concepts and design, as well as surveys, assembly and
commissioning. I improved my CAD skills and worked directly with fitters and
technicians, which enhanced my knowledge.
In my graduate role, I have owned the build of a £2.7m project, spent 4 weeks
in The Netherlands integrating equipment and travelled to Brazil, where I
conducted training and modifications.
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